
The embodiments of the invention in which an exclusive property or privilege is
Claimed are defined as follows:

A flat non-porous unitary solid surface structure comprising:

(a) a l)a. non-porous u„iu.ry matrix made of a polymeric malerial selected from
the group consisting of polymethylmethacrylate, polyvinyl chloride, polycarbonate, and
combinations thereof; and

(b) a visible decorative object that is permanently f.xated in the matrix, wherein
said decorative object extends to least one edge of said matrix.

2. The solid surface structure of claim 1 wherein the matrix is made of
polymethylmethacrylate.

3. The solid surface structure of claim 1 wherein the matrix is made of
polyvinyl chloride.

4. The solid surface structure of claim 1 wherein the matrix is made of
polycarbonate.

5. The solid surface structure of claim I wherein U.e decorative object is
made of a dry material selected from the gtoup consisting of textile fabric, paper, plastic
film, plastic sheet, metallic wire, rod, mesh, bar. wood veneer, dried natural materials,
tree bark, plant leaves, petals, and twigs.

6. The solid surface structure of claim 1 wherein at least one of the outer
surtaces of the matrix is embossed or textured.

7. A flat non-porous unitary solid surface structure comprising:

(a) a flat non-porous unitary matrix made of polymethylmethacrylate; and

(b) a visible decorative object that is permanently fixated in the matrix, wherein
said decorative object extends to least one edge of said matrix.



8. The solid surface structure of claim 7 wherein the decorative object is

made of a dry material selected from the group consisting of textile fabric, paper, plastic
film, plastic sheet, metallic wire, rod, mesh, bar. wood veneer, dried natural materials,
tree bark, plant leaves, petals, and twigs.

9. The solid surface structure of claim 7 wherein at least one of the outer
surfaces of the matrix is embossed or textured.

1 0. A flat non-porous unitary solid surface structure comprising:

(a) a flat non-porous unitary matrix made of polyvinyl chloride; and

(b) a visible decorative object that is permanently fixated in the matrix, wherein
said decorative object extends to least one edge of said matrix.

11. The solid surface structure of claim 10 wherein the decorative object is

made of a dry material selected from the group consisting of textile fabric, paper, plastic
film, plastic sheet, metallic wire, rod. mesh, bar, wood veneer, dried natural materials,
tree bark, plant leaves, petals, and twigs.

12. The solid surface structure of claim 10 wherein at least one of the outer
surfaces of the matrix is embossed or textured.

1 3. A nat non-porous unitary solid surface structure comprising:

(a) a flat non-porous unitary matrix made of polycarbonate; and

(b) a visible decorative object that is permanently fixated in the matrix, wherein
said decorative object extends to least one edge of said matrix.

14. The solid surface structure of claim 13 wherein the decorative object is

made of a dry material selected from the group consisting of textile fabric, paper, plastic
film, plastic sheet, metallic wire, rod, mesh, bar, wood veneer, dried natural materials,
tree bark, plant leaves, petals, and twigs.

15. The solid surface structure of claim 13 wherein at least one of the outer
surfaces of the matrix is embossed or textured.

1 6. A flat non-porous unitary solid surface stracture comprising:
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(a) a flat non-porous unilary matrix made of a polymeric material selected from
Ute group consisting of polymethylmethacrylate, polyvinyl chloride, polycarbonate, and
combinations thereof; and

(b) a visible stratum of textured material made of a material selected from the
group consisting of polymethylmethacrylate, polyvinyl chloride, and polycarbonate
wherein said textured material is permanently f.xated in the matrix and is co-extensive'
With the edges of said matrix.

' 7. The solid surface structure of claim .6 whet^in the matnx is made of
polymethylmethacrylate and the visible layer of textured material is made of
polymethylmethacrylate.

18. The solid surface structure of claim 16 wherein the matrix is made of
polyvinyl chloride and the visible layer of textured material is made of polyvinyl
chloride. ^

19. The solid surface structure of claim 16 wherein the matrix is made of
polycarbonate and the visible layer of textured material is made ofpolycarbonate.

20. A method for manufacturing a flat non-porous unitary solid surface
structure comprising the steps of:

(a) providing a first flat non-porous sheet made of a polymeric material selected
from the group consisting of polymethylmethacrylate, polyvinyl chloride, and
polycarbonate;

(b) placing a decorative object on said first sheet of polymeric material wherein
the decorative object extends beyond a. least one edge of said firs, sheet of polymeric
material;

(c) placing a second Hat non-porous unitary sheet of a polymeric material selected
from the group consisting of polymethylmethacrylate, polyvinyl chloride and
polycarbonate on top of said decorative object wherein the decorative object also extends
beyond at least the corresponding edge of said second sheet of polvmeric material
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whereby a lay-up sandwich is forced comprised of said fc. fla. sheet of polymericma.ena said decorative ohjec. which extends heyond a. leas, one edge of boU, of said
sheets Of poly,„er,c material, and said second flat sheet ofpolymeric material;

(dj loadmg the lay-up sandwich into a press;

(e) applying a predetermined amount of hea. and pressute to said lay-up sandwich
tor a predetermined period of time;

(0 opening the press to allow air and gases to escape from the lay-up sandwich-
(g) closing the press and applying a predetermined amount of heat and pressu,^ tosa,d lay-up sandwich for a predetermined period of time whereby said «rst and second

polymenc material sheets melt together in the lay-up sandwich to provide a unitary
product; and, ^

level uli!
" " ^ "-^-""i-"levU ntil the product reaches a predetermined temperature a. which point the p,.ss isopened and the product is temoved from the press.

21
,

-
The method of claim 20 wherein the decorative object in step (b) is made of a

matertal selected from the group consisting of textile fabric, paper; plastic film.^t,c Sheet, metalhc wire. rod. rod. mesh. bar. wood veneer, dried natural materrals. tree
Dark, plant leaves, petals, and twigs.

22. A method for manufacturing a flat non-porous unitary solid surface
Structure comprising the steps of:

(a) providing a firs, flat non-porous unitary sheet of polymethylmethacrylate;

(b) placing a decorative object on said sheet of polymethylmethacrylate wherein
.he decorative object extends beyond a. leas, one edge of said first sheet of
polymethylmethacrylate;

(0 placing a second fla. non-porous uniu,ry sheet of polymethylmethacrylate on
.op of satd decorative object wherein the decora,ive objec. extends beyond at least one
corresponding edge of said second sheet of polymethylmethacrylate, whereby a lay-up
sandwtch is fonmed comprised of said firs, sheet of polymethylme.hacryia,e. said
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decora„ve object which extends beyond a, lens, one edge of .id f... 3„ee, of
po.yme.hyl™d,acry,a.e, and said second shee. of poly.e.hy,,„e.hacry,a.= wherein .he
decoranve objec. extends beyond a. leas, one cor.spondin« edge of said second shee. of
polymethylmethacrylate:

(d) loading the lay-up sandwich into a press;

(e) applying a predetermined amount of heat and pressure to said lay-up
sandwich; ^ ^

iS) opening the press .o allow air and gases .o escape from .he lay-up sandwich-
(g) clo..,„g the press and applying a predetenntined amotm. of hea. and pressure .o

sa,d lay up sandwich for a predcemtined period of titne whereby said firs, and second
PolymeU,ytae.hacryla.e shee,s mel, .ogether in the lay-up sandwich to provide a unitary
product; and, ^

(h) allowing ,he product to cool while ntaintaining the pressure a. a predetermined
level un.,1 .he product reaches a predetermined temperature a. which point the press isopened and the product is removed from the press.

23. Tl,e method of claim 22 wherein the decorative object in step (b) is madeof a dry material selected from the group consisting of .e...i,e fabric, paper, plastic flim
Plasfc sheet, metallic wire. rod. rod. mesh. bar. wood veneer, dried natura, material, tree'
oark, plant leaves, petals, and twigs.

24. A method for manufacturing a Hat non-porous unitary solid surface
Structure comprising the steps of:

(a) providing a f.rst flat non-porous unitary sheet of polymethylmethacrylate;

(b) placing a decorative object on said sheet of polymethylmethacrylate wherein
the decorative object extends beyond at least one edge of said f.rst sheet of
polymethylmethacrylate;

(0 placing a second Ha. non-porous unitary sheet of polymethylmethacrylate on
top of said decorative objec, wherein the decorative object extends beyond at least one
corresponding edge of said second sheet of polymethylmethacrylate, whereby a lay-up
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sandwch .s .brmed comprised of said firs, sheet of po,ynne,K,,„e,hac^,a,e, saidde o^acve o.jec, w„ic„ extends beyond a, leas, one ed^e of said rj shee, of2-h>i-*ac,y,a.e. and said second shee, of po,yn,e.h.v,.e,haery,a.e wherein .hede^on.„ve ob,ec. ex,ends beyond a, ieas. one cor^sponding edge of said second shee. of
polymethylmethacrylate;

(d) loading the lay-up sandwich into a press;

(e) heating the lay-up sandwich to aboui 290OF. - 310°F. while applying apressure of about 40 psi;
HF'ymfe a

(0 opening ,he p„ss and removing all pressure fron, ,be lay-up sandwich .o allow
air and gases .o escape from the lay-up sandwich;

(g) closing U,e press and hea,ing ,he lay-up sandwich ,o abou, 290»F - 3I0"Fwh,,e appiwng a pressure of abou, ,60 psi for a predetermined period of .ime whereby
a,d firs and second po.y,„e,hy,me.hacryla,e shee,s n,e„ ,oge,her in ,he lay-up sandwich

to provide a unitary product; and,

level unfi!T'Z
''^ "'"'^ "^'""'"'"^ ~ ^ '

eve, n„l ,he produc, reaches a prede,ern,ined ,en,pera,ure a, which poin. U,e press isopened and the produc, is removed from d,e press.

of a d ? '""''''"^ ""J"' C) - -adeOf dry matena, seleced from ,he group consisting of tex.ile fabric, paper. p,as,ic fil„.
.,c Shee

.
mcallic wire. rod. rod. mes, bar. wood veneer, dried na,ura, ma,eria,s. ,rebark, plan, leaves. pe,als, and ,wigs.

struct

"^""'''""""8 ^ "on-PO-ous unitary solid surface
Structure comprising the steps of:

(a) providing a first ilat non-porous unitary sheet of polyvinyl chloride;

(b) placing a decorative object on said sheet of polyvinyl chloride wherein the
dec„«t,ve Object extends beyond at least one edge of said first sheet of polyvinyl
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(c) plncng a second nat non-porous unitary sheet of polyvinyl chloride on top of
sa,d decorative object wherein the decorative object extends beyond at least one
cor^sponding edge of said second sheet of polyvinyl chloride, whereby a lay-up
sandwtch is formed comprised of said first sheet of polyvinyl chloride, said decorative
obtec. which extends beyond at leas, one edje of said first sheet of polyvinyl chloride
an sa,d second sheet of polyvinyl chloride wherein the decorative object extends beyond
at least one corresponding edge of said second sheet ofpolyvinyl chloride;

(d) loading the lay-up sandwich into a press;

(e) applying a predetermined amoum pf heat and pressure to said lay-up
sandwich;

<0 opening the press and removing all pressure from the lay-up sandwich to allow
air and gases to escape from the lay-up sandwich;

(g) closing the press and applying a predetermined amount of hea, and pressure to
satd lay-up sandwich for a pr^letermined period of time whereby said first and second
polyvmyl chloride sheets melt together in the lay-up sandwich to provide a unitary
product; and,

^

(h) allowing the product to cool while maintaining the pressure at a predetermined
level u«,l the product reaches a predetermined temperature at which point the press is
opened and tlic product is removed from the press.

27. The method of claim 26 wherein the decorative object in step (b) is made
of a dry material selected from the group consisting of textile fabric, paper, plastic film
Plasttc sheet, metallic wire. rod. rod, mesh..bar. wood veneer, dried natural materials, tree'
bark, plant leaves, petals, and twigs.

28. A method for manufacturing a flat non-porous unitary solid surface
structure comprising the steps of:

(a) providing a first flat non-porous unitary sheet of polyvinyl chloride;

(b) placing a decorative object on said sheet of polyvinyl chloride wherein the
decorative object extends beyond at least one edge of said first sheet of polyvinyl
chloride;
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(c) placmg a second flat non-porous unitary sheet of polyvinyl chloride on top of
sa.d decorative object wherein the decorative object extends beyond at least one
corresponding edge of said second sheet of polyvinyl chloride, whereby a lay-up
sandwch is formed comprised of said first sheet of polyvinyl chloride, said decorative
object which extends beyond at least one edge of said f.rst sheet of polwinyl chloride
and said second sheet of polyvinyl chloride wherein the decorative object extends beyond'
at least one corresponding edge of said second sheet of polyvinyl chloride;

(d) loading the lay-up sandwich into a press;

(e) healing the lay-up sandwich to about 290''F. - 310»F. while applying a
pressure of about 40 psi;

(0 opening the press and removing all pressure from the lay-up sandwich to allow
air and gases to escape from the lay-up sandwich;

(g) closing the press and heating the lay-up sandwich to about 290°F - 310°F
while applying a pressure of about 160 psi for a predetermined period of time whereby
sa.d first and second polyvinyl chloride sheets melt together in the lay-up sandwich to
provide a unitary product; and,

(h) allowing the product to cool while maintaining the pressure at a predetermined
level unt.l the product reaches a predetermined temperature at which point the press is
opened and the product is removed from the press.

29. The method of claim 28 wherein the decorative object in step (b) is made
of a dry material selected from the group consisting of textile fabric, paper, plastic film
plasfc sheet, metallic wire, rod, rod, mesh. bar. wood veneer, dried natural materials, tree'
bark, plant leaves, petals, and twigs.

30. A method for manufacturing a flat non-porous unitary solid surface
structure comprising the steps of:

(a) providing a first flat non-porous unitary sheet of polycarbonate;

(b) placing a decorative object on said sheet of polycarbonate wherein the
decorative object extends beyond at least one edge of said first sheet of polycarbonate;
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(c) placing a second flat non-porous unitary shee. of polycarbonate on .op of .aidec„ra„ve o,ec, .Herein ^ decorative o,ec. ex.end. Beyond a. ,eL oneo.espond,„, edge of said second shee. of po,ycarbona,e. whereby a ,ay-up sandwich isfo..cd con,pr,sed of said firs, shee. of polycarbonate, said decorative objec, which
e..e„ds beyond a. leas, one edge of said firs. shee. of polycarbonare. and said second

of polycarbonate wherein the deconttive object extends beyond at least one
corresponding edge ofsaid second sheet ofpolycarbonate;

(d) loading the lay-up sandwich into a press;

(e) heating the lay-up sandwich to about 350=F. - 375»F. while applying a
pressure ofabout 40 psi;

.. (0 opening ,he press and removing all pressure from the lay-up sandwich to allow
air and gases to escape from the lay-up sandwich;

(g) closing the press and heating the lay-up sandwich to about 350-F - 375"Fwh e applying a pressure of about 160 psi for a predetermined period of time whereby
satd first and second polycarbonate sheets mel. together in the lay-up sandwich to provida unitary product; and,

level unul u"""!
" ''^'^"'^ ^ ^ Predetermined

level unu, the product ..aches a predetermined temperature at which point the press isopened and the product is removed from ,he press:

31, The method of claim 30 wherein the decorative object in step (b, is made
0 a dry tena, se.ec.ed from the group consisting of textile fabric, paper, plastic film,^t,c Sheet, metallic wire, rod. rod, mesh, bar, wood veneer, dried natural materials, tree
Dark, plant leaves, petals, and twigs.

32. A method for manufacturing a flat non-porous unitary solid surface
structure comprising the steps of:

(a) providing a ilrst flat non-porous unitary sheet of polycarbonate;

(b) placing a decorative object on said sheet of polycarbonate wherein the
decorafve objec. extends beyond at least one edge of said first sheet of polycarbonate;
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(c) plaomg a second nat non-porous u„i.ary shec, of polycarbonate on ,op of said
decorative object wherein ,hc decorative object extends beyond at least one
cotrespondins ed«e of said second sheet of polycarbonate, whereby a lay-up sandwich is
fonned comprised of said first sheet of polycarbonate, said decot^tive objec, which
extends beyond at least one edge of said firs, sheet of polycarbonate, and said second
sheet of polycarbonate wherein the deconttive objec. e.x.ends beyond a. least one
corresponding edge of said second sheet of polycarbonate;

(d) loading the lay-up sandwich into a press;

(e) applying , predetermined amount of heat and pressure to said lay-up
sandwich; ^ ^

(0 opening the press and removing all pressure from tite lay-up sandwich to allow
air and gases to escape from the lay-up sandwich;

(g) closing the press and applying a predetermined amount of heat and pressu. ,o
said lay-up sandwich for a predetermined period of time whereby said firs, and second
polycarbonate sheets melt together in the lay-up sandwich; and.

(h) allowing the product to cool while maintaining dte pressure a. a predetermined
level until the product reaches a predetermined temperature at which point the press is
opened and the product is removed from the press.

,

33. The method of claim 32 wherein the decorative objec. in step (b) is madeof a dry materia, selected from .he group consisting of textile fabric, paper, plastic film
Plastic sheet, metallic wire, rod. tod. mesh. bar. wood veneer, dried natural materials, tree'
Dark, plant leaves, petals, and twigs.

34. A .nethod for manufacturing a flat non-porous unitary solid surface
Structure comprising the steps of:

(a) providing a first fiat non-porotis unitary sheet made of a polymeric material
selected from the group consisting of polymethylmethacrylate, polyvinyl chloride, and
polycarbonate;

(b) placing a flat layer of textured material made of a material selected from the
group consisting of polymethylmethacrylate, polyvinyl chloride, and polycarbonate, on
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.aid firs, she=, of po.y^ric n,a.erial. wherein ,he layer of .e..„,e<,
e«e„s,ve wul, .he edges of said firs, sheet ofpolymeric material;

from ,r
" """"^ polymeric materia, selected

real r°"'
°' -'^-'""crylate. polyvinyl chloride, and

Poiymertc material is co-e.te„sive with the edges of said layer of textured materialWhereby a lay-up sandwich is formed comprised of said firs, flat sheet of polymeric'

" - or ^lymer.:

(d) loading the lay-up sandwich in.o a press;

W applying a prede.ermined amoun. of hea, and pressure to said lay-up
sandwich; ^

(0 open,ns Che press and removing all pressure from me lay-up sandwich to allow
a.r and gases to escape from the lay-up sandwich;

(g) closing the press and applying a prede.ermined amount of heat and pressure tos.d lay-up sandwich for a prede.ermined period of .ime whereby said first polymeric
ma,er.a sheet, sa.d layer of .ex.u.d material, and said second fiat sheet of polymeric
matenal mel, together in the lay-up sandwich to provide a unitary produc.- and

(h) allowing the product to gradually cool while maintaining the pressure a, a
predeterm.ned level until the p,«duc. reaches a predetermined temperature a. which poim
the press IS opened and Ihe product is removed from the press.

35. A „,e.hod for manufacturing a flat non-porous unitary solid surface
Structure comprising the steps of;

(a) providing a first flat non-porous unitary sheet of polymethylmethacrylate;

(b) placing a flat layer of textured polyme.hylme.hacrylate on said firs,

polymethylmethacrylate.shee., wherein the layer of .ex.ured polymethylmethacrylate is
co-e.x.ensive with ,he edges ofsaid firs, sheet of polymethvlmethacrylate-



' -"-PO-us unitn^ sh^, of poly,„e.hy,„e,h=cr„a,c on.op of sa,d Inyer of ,ex.„.ed po,y™«hytae.hacry.a,c wherein ,hc second shee. of
PO yme,

y .e,hacry,o.e is co-ex,e„sive wi.h ,„e edges of said laver of ,e..„.dP0»n,e.h.^ „He..y a lay-up sandwich is fo^ed cc.pHsed of said fi.. fla,
hee, of po,y„e.hy,me,hacry,a,e. said fla, layer of ,e..ured polymemyl„e.hac,yla,e. and

said second flal sheet ofpolymelhylmethacrylacc;

(d) loading (he lay-up sandwich into a press;

(e) applying a predetermined amount of heat and pressure to said lay-upsandwich; ^ ^
(t) opening the press and removing all pressure trom the lay-up sandwich to allow

air and gases to escape from the lay-up sandwich;

fe) closing the press and applying a predetermined amount ofheat and pressure .0satd lay-up sandwich for a predetermined period of time whereby said firs, polymeric
matenal sheet, said layer of textured material, and said second fiat shee, of polymeric
matenal mel. together in the lay-up sandwich to provide a unitary product- and

(h) allowing the product ,0 cool while maintaining the pressure at a predetermined
level nntd the product ..aches a pr^etennined temperature at which point the press isopened and the pnxluct is removed from the press.

36. A method for manufacturing a fla, non-porous unitory solid surface
Structure comprising the steps of:

(a) providing a first flat non-porous unitary shee, ofpolyme,hylmed,acryla,e;

<b) placing a fla, layer of ,extured polymemylme,hacryla,e on said firs,
polymethylmethacrylate sheet, wherein ,he layer of textured polyme,hy,me,hacryla,e is
eo-ex,ensiv= with the edges of said firs, sheet ofpolymethylmethacrylate;

(0) placing a second flat non-porous unitary sheet of polymethylmethacrylate on
top of satd layer of textured polymethylmethacrylate wherein the second shee, of
polymethylmethacrylate; is co-extensive with the edges of said layer of ,ex,u,ed
polyme,hylme,hacrylate. whereby a lay-up sandwich is formed comprised of said firs, fla.



sheet of polymethylmethacrylate material, said flat layer of textured
polymethylmethacrylate, and said second Hat sheet of polymethylmethacrylate;

(d) loadmg the lay-up sandwich into a press;

(e) heating the lay-up sandwich to about 290°F. - SIO^F. while applying a
pressure of about 40 psi:

Hptymg a

(0 opening the press and removing all pressure from th^ ....
.

^ pressure tiom the lay-up sandwich to allow
air and gases to escape from the lay-up sandwich;

(g) closing the press and heating the lay-up sandwich to about 290°F - 3,o°F
Whale applying a pressure of about 160 psi for a predetermined period of time whereby
saul first nat sheet of polymethylmethacrylate material, said flat layer of textured
polymethylmethacrylate, and said second flat sheet of polymethylmethacrylate melt
together m the lay-up sandwich to provide a unitary structure; and

(h) allowing the product to cool while maintaining the pressure at a predetermined
level unt.l t e product reaches a predetermined temperature at which point the press isopened and the product is removed from the press.

structure!'
•

--"^-^"""8 a flat non-porous unitary solid surface
structure compnsmg llic steps of:

(a) providing a Crsi flat non-porous unitary sheet of polyvinyl chloride;

(b) placing a lla, layer of tex,u..d polyvinyl chloride on said first polyvinyl
chlonde sheet, wherein the layer of textured polyvinyl chloride is co-extensive with the
edges of said first sheet of polyvinyl chloride;

(0 placing a second flat non-porous unitary sheet of polyvinyl chloride on top of«.d layer of textured polyvinyl chloride whe.in the second sheet of polyvinyl chloride is
co-extensive wit:, the edges of said layer of textured polyvinyl chloride, whereby a lay-up
sandwtch is fomted comprised of said firs, fiat sheet of polyvinyl chloride material, said
na. layer oftextured polyvinyl chloride, and said second flat sheet of polyvinyl chloride;

(d) loadmg the lay-up sandwich into a press;



(e) heating the lay-up sandwich to about 290OF. - SIOOR while applying a
pressure of about 40 psi;

<f) opening to press and removing all pressure tam tf,e lay-up sandwich to allow
air and gases 10 escape from the lay-up sandwich;

(g) closing the press and heating the lay-up sandwich to about 290°F - 310°F
wh,le applying a pressute of about 160 psi for a ptedetermined period of time whereby
sard lltst flat sheet of polyvinyl chloride, said flat layer of textured polyvinyl chloride
and sa,d second flat sheet of polyvinyl chloride melt together in tl» lay-up sandwich to
provide a unitary product; and,

(h) allowing the product to cool while maintaining the pressure at a predetermined
level unul the product reaches a predetermined temperature a. which point the press is
opened and the product is removed from the press.

38. A method for manufacturing a flat non-porous unitary solid surface
Structure comprisirig the steps of:

(a) providing a first flat non-porous unitary polycarbonate;

(b) placing a flat layer of textured polycarbonate on said first polycarbonate sheet
whercn the layer of textured polycarbonate is co-extensive with the edges of said first'
sheet of polycarbonate;

(c) placing a second flat non-porous unitary sheet of polycarbonate on top of said
layer of textured polycarbonate wherein the second sheet of polycarbonate is co-extensive
wah the edges of said layer of textured polycarbonate, whereby a lay-up sandwich is
formed comprised of said first flat sheet of polycarbonate material, said flat layer of
textured polycarbonate, and said second flat sheet of polycarbonate;

(d) loading the lay-up sandwich into a press;

(e) applying a predetermined amount of heat and pressure to said lay-up
sandwich;

.

(0 opening the press and removing all pressure from the lay-up sandwich to allow
air and gases to escape from the lay-up sandwich;
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(g) closing ,l,e press a„d applying a predetermined amoun, of h,a, and pressure ,osa,d lay-up sandwich for a prede.e™ined period of ,i.e whereby said firs, poly„,enc
ma.er,a shee,. said layer of .ex,u.d .a.eriai. and said second fla, shee. of polymeric
matenal melt together in the lay-up sandwich ,o provide a unitar,. product- and

(h) allowing the product to cool while maintaining the pressure at a predetennined
level un.,1 the product reaches a predetermined temperature at which point the press isopened and the product is removed from the press.

39. A method for manufacturing a flat non-porous unitary solid surface
structure comprising the steps of:

(a) providing a first flat non-porous unitary sheet ofpolycarbonate;

(b) placing a Hat layer of textured polycarbonate on said Hrst polycarbonate shee.w ere,n the layer of textured polycarbonate is co-extensive with the edges of said firs,'
polycarbonate sheet;

(0 placing a second fla, non-porous u„,,ary shee, of polycarbonate on top of said
iayer of .ex,„red polycarbonate whet^in the second sheet ofpolycarbonate is co-extensivew„h the edges of said layer of textuted polycarbo„a,e, whereby a lay-up sandwich is
formed comprised of said firs, flat sheet of polycarbonate, said flat layer of textuted
polycarbonate, and said second flat sheet ofpolycarbonate;

(d) loading the lay-up sandwich in,o a press;

(e) hearing the lay-up sandwich ,o abou, 350T. - 375-F. while applying a
pressure of abou, 40 psi;

(0 opening ,he press and removing all pressure from ,he lay-up sandwich ,o allow
air and gases lo escape from ,he lay-up sandwich;

(g) closing ,he press and hea,ing the lay-up sandwich to about SSCF - 375»F
while applying a pressure of about 160 psi for a predetermined period of time whereby
said first fla, sheet of polycarbonate, said flat layer of text„,.d polycarbonate, and said
second flat sheet of polycarbonate melt together in the lay-up sandwich to provide a
unitary product; and.
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(h) allowing ,he produc, .o cool while mai„,ai„i„8 .he pressure a, a predetermined
level „„„l .he produc. reaches a predetermined .e.pera.ure a. which poin. ,he press is
opened and the product is removed from the press.

40. A countertop comprised of the flat non-porous unitary solid surface
structure of claim 1. .

u suriace

41. A sink comprised of the flat non-porous unitary solid surface structure ofClaim 1

.

42. A lavatory con,prised of the flat non-porous unitary solid surface structure
oi claim 1

.

of claim'l' "
"^"^ """""^

44. A tabic top comprised of the flat non-porous unitaty solid surface s.ructure
or claim 1.

claim I

""fary solid surface structure of

46 A windowsill comprised of the flat non-porous unitary solid surface
Structure of claim I.
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